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The story of Diamond Tropical Hardwoods grew out of a desire to help and serve others. Kevin and Christine Yardley, two 
magna cum laude Harvard graduates and newlyweds, both volunteered to teach English for the World Teach Organization 
in Costa Rica. Because there was no guarantee of them being stationed in the same area, Christine became a teacher in 
the program while Kevin began dedicating his prodigious energy to protecting the environment in an entrepreneurial way. 
Costa Rica had some of the fastest deforestation rates in the world, so there was a desperate need to offset this 
environmental destruction. Costa Rica’s bio-diversity includes 5 percent of all known species in an area the size of West 
Virginia. The reforestation effort in Costa Rica has done a great deal of good.  

Eighteen years ago, Diamond Tropical Hardwoods bought their first degraded cattle farm and began planting teak. 
In addition to farming teak, they have planted seventy other species including endangered native trees such as 
mahogany, purpleheart and cocobolo rosewood. 

Today, their 12 plantations protect more than 1000 acres of primary and secondary jungle. The company has seen the 
impact of logging in the rainforest and the widespread harm that it produces. This is why Diamond Tropical Hardwoods 
adheres to the internationally renowned principles of the forest management as portrayed by the company’s 
efforts to certify their organic and sustainable reforestation projects by the FSC approved Smartwood Program. 
They are the gold standard in environmentally-sound forestry management, and we  are delighted that the many
years we have invested in working with these group has resulted in this valuable new credential. 
Our dedication to detail and hard work show through in the quality and beauty of all our products. We know of no other 
company that grows its own wood supply, and we would not have it any other way.

Environmentally Conscience, Sustainable Furniture



Curved Back Rocking Chair

Relax and enjoy the most comfortable rocker in the world. 
Designed for ultimate comfort with a curved back and seat. 
These solid teak rocking chairs are made with the finest, most 
durable materials. The rockers are perfectly balanced and 
will guarantee many afternoons of pleasure.
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Rectangular Extension Dining Table

Whether you are a having a quiet family dinner or plan-
ning to sit the entire extended family, our Extension Dining 
Table provides many seating options. The table top simply 
slides open to reveal two butterfly leaves . Putting away the 
extended leaves are just as effortless.  These tables also ac-
comodate umbrellas with our machined brass plugs.
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Four & Five Foot Round Dining Tables

Our Round Dining Tables are a terrific addition to any 
residential or commercial property. This assures a comfortable 
seating arrangement between four to six people depending 
on the size of the table. These tables also accomodate 
various sized umbrellas with our machined brass plugs.
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Banana Bench, Chair & Coffee Table Set

Our Banana benches, chairs and tables provide a 
terrific seating arrangement. The curvature of this design not 
only provides comfort but also an intimate seating 
atmosphere among close friends and family. 
Cushions are also available for added comfort. 
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Four & Five Foot Round Dining Tables
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Cantina Bar Stool & Table Set

Nothing says summer like barbecues and pool parties. 
The best way to accomodate your family and guests is with a 
superior hand crafted teak Bar Stool and Table Set. Not only 
are our Bar Sets comfortable, they compliment your 
surroundings, and are also a great investment to enjoy for 
years. These tables also come with umbrella holes for use with 
different size umbrellas. 
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Classic Folding Armchair & Side Chair

A great versatile chair! Our folding chairs are functional, 
elegant, and supremely comfortable. You can count on our 
folding side and amchairs when space is limited. 
These chairs can also be stored underneath our dining tables 
for easy access. 
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                              The Best Folding Chair    
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Classic Four Foot & Five Foot Bench

A bench that never goes out of style. The clean and simple 
lines in our Classic Four and Five Foot Benches grace 
beautiful homes, elegant parks and gardens. Wide arm rests 
and a curved seat frame provide excellent comfort. 
These benches are aslo available in a backless design and 
can be shipped assembled or disassembled for customers 
convenience. 
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Basket Weave Coffee Table

These beautiful coffee tables come in different sizes. 
The traditional design fits in all settings while the solid teak 
construction lasts a lifetime.
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Classic Armchair & Side Chair

These Classic Chairs are supremely comfortable with 
ergonomic curves in the back and seat. The arm or side 
chair can be used with all of our dining tables. The traditional 
design fits all settings from formal to casual dining.
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Teak Care & Services

What are the properties of teak?
Teak has a naturally high oil content which makes it both stable and resistant to rotting when 
exposed to extreme climatic conditions. For several centuries these unique qualities have 
made teak the preferred choice for furniture, yachts, and outdoor construction.

What is the the weathering process?
Over a period of time in an outdoor environment untreated teak will weather to a silver grey. 
The length of time will vary with exposure to different climatic conditions. 

How often do I need to clean my furniture?
Contrary to popular belief, teak furniture does not require any special maintenance or any 
additional protection apart from occasional cleaning. Teak will gradually change to a soft, 
silver-grey when left to age naturally outside by being exposed to light, air and rain.
We recommend that you allow your teak furniture to weather naturally and simply clean 
thoroughly once or twice a year with a teak cleaner. 

How can I protect my furniture from the elements?
To protect teak surfaces from staining and to help maintain the silver grey patina on 
weathered teak, we recommend using a teak protector. There are various options such as 
Waterlox, Penofin, Sikkens, and Semco. Application of this product forms an invisible shield 
which helps to prevent stains from red wine, coffee, ketchup, olive oil, etc. from penetrating 
into the teak. Teak protector also repels moisture, keeps the furniture cleaner, and prevents mil-
dew growth. If you wish to preserve the golden color of new teak we recommend using a teak 
sealer. Application of teak sealer will not affect the longevity or strength of the furniture in any 
way, just its appearance. If you decide to use teak sealer you will be entering a regular 
maintenance program as teak sealer needs to be regularly re-applied to provide continuous 
protection.

WEATHERED CLEANED PROTECTEDNATURAL
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Can we use any of your chairs with any of your tables?
Our dining chairs and tables are made to an industry standard in 
height and this allows the correct distance between the seat and 
table top. You can confidently purchase any of our dining chairs 
with any of our tables.

Product Design

Does your furniture require assembly?
Some pieces are supplied fully assembled while others will need 
some assembly, in which case instructions are included with every 
product. For example legs come off the dining tables for easy 
storage or transport.

Why are there gaps between the slats of table tops?
To allow proper drainage of rain so water does not pool on the 
table surface.

Does your furniture carry a warranty?
Yes, we guarantee that our furniture is fit for its intended, 
reasonable, life long use from the date of purchase. We also 
guarantee that our products are free from defective materials 
and workmanship, which does not include any small cracks in the 
end grain of the wood. Special conditions or exceptions to this 
warranty will apply when our furniture is intended for use 
commercially. 
Please contact us for details.
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Specifications

Classic Four Foot   BC4  38  50  27  19  66
Classic Five Foot   BC5  38  62  27  19  76
Banana    BF6  34  66  31  19  78

Banana Garden Armchair  BF  34  31  28  19   36
Classic Armchair   AC  35  22  24  17  24
Classic Sidechair   CC  35  18  21  17  20
Classic Folding Armchair  CFA  39  23  27  17  24
Classic Folding Sidechair  CFD  39  20  27  17  20

Adirondack Footrest   FP  19  19  22  18  20
Classic Adirondack Chair  CA  45  38  30  24  46

Curved Back Rocker   RB  41  26  36  19   42

Cantina Bar Stool   BRS  43  18  18  16  28

BENCHES

CHAIRS

ADIRONDACK
CHAIRS

ROCKERS

BAR STOOLS

PRODUCT     STYLE                                CODE    HEIGHT    LENGTH    WIDTH    SEAT                  WEIGHT
                        DEPTH
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Specifications

Banana    TFC  17  47  25  32
Mission Square    TMS  17  22  22  34
Mission Medium Rectangle  TMM  17  36  22  44
Mission Large Rectangle  TML  17  48  22  54
Basket Weave Square   TWS  17  24  24  18
Basket Weave (M) Rectangle  TWM  17  35  24  28
Basket Weave (L) Rectangle  TWL  17  49  24  34

Rectangular Dining Table  DC7  30  84  36  108
Rectangular Extension Table  DC9B  30  132  42  168
Small Round 4 Foot Diameter  DR4  30  48  48  78
Large Round 5 Foot Diameter  DR5  30  60  60  108

Cantina Bar Table   BRT  41  32  32  58

Infinity Table    SNA  ANY SHAPE OR SIZE

COFFEE TABLES

DINING TABLES

BAR TABLES

INFINITY TABLES
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Pricing

Classic Four Foot   BC4  $910  
Classic Five Foot   BC5  $1,044
Banana    BF6  $2,398

Banana Garden Armchair  BF  $1,438
Classic Armchair   AC  $598
Classic Sidechair   CC  $526
Classic Folding Armchair  CFA  $790
Classic Folding Sidechair  CFD  $622

Adirondack Footrest   FP  $526
Classic Adirondack Chair  CA  $1,678

Curved Back Rocker   RB  $958

Cantina Bar Stool   BRS  $478

BENCHES

CHAIRS

ADIRONDACK
CHAIRS

ROCKERS

PRODUCT  STYLE                            CODE              PRICE
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BAR STOOL
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Banana    TFC  $718
Mission Square    TMS  $430
Mission (M) Rectangle  TMM  $478
Mission (L) Rectangle   TML  $526
Basket Weave Square   TWS  $382
Basket Weave (M) Rectangle TWM  $478
Basket Weave (L) Rectangle  TWL  $526

Rectangular Dining Table  DC7  $1,678
Rectangular Extension Table  DC9B  $3,550
Small Round 4 Foot Diameter  DR4  $1,438
Large Round 5 Foot Diameter DR5  $2,158
  

Cantina Bar Table   BRT  $910

Infinity Table    SNA  $406

COFFEE TABLES

DINING TABLES

BAR TABLES

INFINITY TABLES

Pricing

PRODUCT             STYLE                            CODE             PRICE
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Spirit Song collection. 

Introducing our Spirit Song collection. Golden teak and shimmering stainless steel blend together in a 

timeless elegance of strength and stability. This exquisite line of heirloom furniture can be combined in 

countless arrangements for both indoor and outdoor use. Each design in the collection is a work of art, with 

graceful, elegant curves crafted by the team of Tiffany and Tiffany.  

Read more at: https://diamondteak.com  

https://diamondteak.com/


DIAMOND TEAK
220 North Main Street
Sellersville, PA 18960

Tel: 215.257.2556 
Tel: 215.453.2196
Fax: 844.468.8915

Henry
Texto tecleado
We use sustainable wood that is beautiful with nice figure and character. Wood products protect the environment since we have FSC certified reforestation projects with chain-of-custody (CoC) so you are guaranteed of the sustainability of this natural substance. Solid wood adds beauty and character while sequestering carbon to make the world a cooler place. 




